MedShift Revolutionizes Manufacturer Capabilities with Version 2 of Connected Device Technology

Updated cloud connected software reimagines the possibilities of device analytics.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (PRWEB) May 13, 2019 -- MedShift today announced Version 2 of their connected device software, a new secure cloud computing platform designed to enhance manufacturer visibility, and device ROI. The software, integrated into one or all of the manufacturers device line up, offers unparalleled detailed data collection, with real time and historic usage visibility, in addition to remote upgrade and diagnostics.

“Version 2 builds on the tremendous success of the first iteration of our connected device software,” said CEO Brain Phillips. “With the addition of new powerful analytics, granular procedure visibility, and remote device upgrade, we are confident that Version 2 will facilitate a completely new experience exclusive to our manufacturers devices.”

MedShift is the leader in secure cloud connected medical aesthetic devices servicing global device manufacturers. The company’s connected device platform, which utilizes WiFi, 4G LTE and 5G encrypted cellular technology with manufacturers’ product sets, allows real-time access to data which has the ability to transform a manufacturers usage understanding. By eliminating account receivable aging on large ticket devices and adding enhanced analytics to treatment records, the industry leader has revolutionized the interaction between device manufacturers and their customers.

Other software features include:
- The option to add Patient Analytics: HIPAA compliant in-office tablets provide clinical data throughout each treatment, facilitating a understanding of the patient and their symptoms pre and post treatment
- Remote Capabilities: Engineers can diagnose device issues from anywhere, connect to medical devices through the audited MedShift platform, or disable devices remotely for non-payment.
- Ready for scale: Numerous standard configurations require limited customization and streamline integration to variety of control boards.

Version 2 is available for order today and the design and integration processes are facilitated quickly. The software’s rollout solidifies MedShift’s position as a major leader in connected medical device entrepreneurship. The company plans to announce several new devices fully integrated with Version 2 later this year.
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